Press release 17th August 2020

TEAM COMBINED EVENT BY CRAFT AND
SUPERSTAR CLUB CONFIRMED
MARCIALONGA RUNNING COOP ON SEPTEMBER 6

After the announcement that the 18th edition will take place, another confirmation 
Team Combined event by Craft and Superstar club for individuals will take place
Prizes and advantages for the athletes taking part to the two events
Registrations open for up to 1500 runners 

The registrations to Marcialonga Running Coop keep on “running”; there is a maximum of 1500 participants to the event on September 6 that will guarantee social distancing and respect the anti-Covid measures. 
After the confirmation of the Running event - with some obvious changes of program- frequent questions were asked to the OC regarding the Team Combined event by Craft and the Superstar club for individuals. It will take place, with some essential changes.
The Team Combined Event by Craft is thought for three athletes and it sums up the race-times of each team members at one of the three events. As the real Marcialonga Cycling Craft was moved to 2021 due to Covid-19, this year the ranking will take into consideration the sum of the winter race and of the running race only. 
Starting from this year, the individual combined event turned into a “Superstar Club”, including real though athletes participating to the three races, on skis, by bike (virtual for this year) and on foot. Within the Superstar Club, there is a Gold Member category, reserved to those participating in the 70km of the ski marathon, in the long distance of the road-bike race, this year the virtual race, and to the 26,4km-long-run. There is also a Silver Member category, which sums up the times of the 70km ski marathon and of Marcialonga Coop.
The advantages and prizes dedicated for both Silver and Gold members are several and different, more details are on the Marcialonga website www.marcialonga.it alongside with all the information regarding this special 2020 edition. 
Considering that registration to the running event are still open, the chance to be part of the Superstar Club is even more tempting! The run will take place on a slightly different track, mostly along the cycling path of Val di Fiemme and Val di Fassa, to run in the nature for the 26,4km connecting Moena with Cavalese. 
Individual starts are foreseen every 5 seconds, but Marcialonga will keep the same fascination and joy as usual, this time for the 18th time. 

Team Combined Punto 3 Craft 2020 – temporary ranking

1 Team Valghe 03:38:41 (Matteo Betta, Paolo Ventura, Elisa Pederiva); 2 La Bella e Le Bestie 03:53:59 (Mauro Zorzi, Willy Deflorian, Katia Tavernar); 3 Sottozero 04:07:33 (Sandro Giacomelli, Mauro Delvai, Gaia Panozzo); 4 Mca 04:12:59 (Marta Vinante, Alice Longo, Carlotta Vinante); 5 Nogiada Team 04:23:17 (Norbert Bernard, Giancarlo Cinzol, Daniela Vasselai)


